Jelly Doughnut Bracelet Pattern (crochet)
Inspired by Janet Rosenberg

This Jelly Doughnut bracelet is created by using the beaded tube crochet technique. Colorful Jelly
Yarn™ is crocheted in a circular spiral formation with clear beads that form a ''glazed'' finish to
the round jelly bracelet.
SKILL - Advanced Beginner
MATERIALS
1 ball of Fine Jelly Yarn 85yd/78m -100% vinyl
300 clear E beads
Darning needle
HOOK
Size H/8 (4mm) crochet hook
GAUGE - No gauge
NOTES
1) Not all E beads fit Fine Jelly Yarn™. This bracelet uses Clear E-131 from www.twisted-sistah.com.
2) Crochet Jelly Yarn™ with metal hook recommended.
3) To tie a secure knot with Jelly Yarn™, make a double knot and pull tightly until the yarn stretches, then release.
4) Apply a little vinyl protectant (i.e. Vinylex®) to help the yarn glide on the hook.
MEASUREMENTS
Diameter measures .5'' wide
CROCHET BRACELET (Tubular Crochet)
String 300 beads. Loosely ch 5. Ch 1, join in a circle with a sl st. Rnd 1: Insert hook in 1st chain, slide new
bead to the right of hook, and make 1 sl st. Repeat for each rem 4 chains. Rnd 2: *Insert hook in 1st bead
chain, push bead to right side of hook, slide new bead to the right of hook, over 1st bead.* Rep from * to *
for each new round for desired length of bracelet. Make sure you have 5 bead chains for every round. Leave a
tail of about 8'' for sewing ends together.
FINISHING
Thread tail end with darning needle. Position both ends of the bracelet together, aligning the bead spiral.
Sew around into each bead chain alternating each end until the bracelet is joined seamlessly.
RESOURCES
Fine Jelly Yarn™
Jelly Yarns
PO Box 543
Southampton, PA 18966
ph 215-953-1415
www.jellyyarns.com
E-131 Clear Beads
Twisted Sistah Beads & Fibers
ph 267-254-4845
www.twisted-sistah.com

Jelly Yarns™ • ph 215-953-1415 • www.jellyyarns.com

Jelly Yarn™ and Yummy Yarns™ are trademarks of Kathleen Greco.

